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I TALKS: elections 
Wfth the CUSG prim,ary elections com,ing up this 
~'ednesday, we asked Clem,son students to give 
uJ their thoughts on this election cycle and som,e 
isl~ues that they want to see resolved on cam,pus. 
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I ! i "I've noticed that there are a lot more 
candidates this time than last year." 
-Katey Schwendinger, sophomore 
biological sciences 
"There needs to be more information about 
who is rnuuiug. l only know what my sister 
has told me and the one or two hype videos 
with Hunter Renfrow. There should be 
more hype about it, along with what CUSG 
can do and how to go out and vote." 
-Hunter DeChamplain, sophomore 
biological sciences 
"Onf> tbiug that can be improved on [by 
CUSG] is parking. I just got here this 
semester andwithin the first week, I 
got two tickets, so there needs to be an 
hnprovement on how parking is handled 
with students." 
-ODriaua Williamson, junior philosophy 
"I don't know much about student 
elections, so th.ere needs to be more 
emphasis on the candidates and what 
they stand for." 
-Steven McLain, junior civil engineering 
I 
t 
"I haven't heard much about it, so it 
isn't as advertised as much as I like it to 
be. I do have friends who are on certain 
teams, so they inform me." 
-Juan Ramos, sophomore computer 
science 
"I don't really know too much about 
the election coming up, but one issue 
I'm hoping they work on is parking 
and making sure that the parking 
equirements are clarified with students 
to help avoid tickets. " 
-Liam McHugh, freshman pre-business 
Photos by Kim Montuoro, Photo Editor 
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Kati,e McCarthy 
News Editor 
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:It's been 20 years 
sincie a Clemson University 
student's body was 
recd1vered from Lake 
Harl:well, and the Oconee 
Codnty Sheriff's Office 
is 3.!;king for your · help to 
solvli: ;the case. 
tJOn Feb. 20, , 1997, 
thd 'I body of 19-year-old 
Sta~ey Brooke Holsonback 
wasl recovered from Lake 
Hartwell, just off Highway 
93 '.near Seneca. Her body 
was located in a small cove 
acwss the road from the Roy 
Coc:>per YMCA Recreation 
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Clemson sees increase 
in flu cases 
Katie McCarthy 
News Editor 
Flu season is at its peak, 
and Clemson University has 
seen even more cases than 
usual this year. Redfern 
Health Center has seen 463 
cases of the flu as of Feb. 
15. 
"In the past couple of 
years, we've probably seen 
on a typical day during 
the flu season 10-15 cases. 
This year we had several 
days where it was over 
30," Executive Director of 
Student Health Services Dr. 
George Clay said. "We went 
for probably the past couple 
of weeks where it was 20 to 
30 to up to nearly 40 at the 
peak. It looks like the cases 
are beginning to diminish 
. . . Spring Break typically 
breaks the cycle for us." 
Clay said that it's 
important for students to 
get a flu shot to protect 
themselves. 
"It greatly increases 
the probability that the 
person who's immunized 
will not get the flu and 
therefore will not be able 
to spread it to others," 
Clay said. "It also greatly 
reduces the likelihood that 
someone would have serious 
complications from the flu." 
Clay said that as 
of Feb. 15, Redfern 
has administered 1,578 
vaccines. However, some 
students are hesitant to get 
the flu vaccine. 
"What we hear from 
students is there's the 
misconception that if you 
get the flu shot, you're going 
to get some symptoms of 
the flu," Clay said. "That is 
generally not the case. Most 
people tolerate the vaccine 
very well." 
Clay added that some 
students are "hesitant to 
get the vaccine around the 
midterms because they think 
it might make them sick, 
and it would undermine 
their performance especially 
during the exam season." 
Clay also said that it's 
important for students to 
wash their hands, cover 
coughs and sneezes and stay 
home when they're sick. 
"Classes . . . and the 
social life of the students 
are kind of [what] make it 
[college campuses] an ideal 
climate for flu to spread 
pretty quickly." 
Clay said that Redfern 
implemented the "Flu Surge 
Plan" at the beginning of 
the semester to help curb 
the number of flu cases and 
provide better treatment. 
"Once the number 
of cases hits eight in a day 
... we go into 'Flu Surge', 
which means we really 
focus and we reorganize 
our patient flow to be able 
to take care of the sick," 
he said. "[We] defer some 
of the stuff that . . . can be 
delayed without problems 
like a routine physical exam 
... We just get all hands on 
deck to take care of the sick 
students." 
Continued on A2 
PHOTO OF THE WEEK 
#TheTigerThroUJback 
The front page ofThe Tiger for the 2004 Orientation issue highlights the Clemson Athletics 
switch to collapsible goal posts after fans cost the university $10,000 in replacing previously 
tom down posts. 
Clemson student's killer 
Area approximately 
one mile from Clemson's 
campus and over two miles 
from the site where she was 
last seen alive. 
Holsonback, a graduate 
of Saluda High School, was 
a freshman biochemistry 
major at Clemson. She was 
last seen on Feb. 19, 1997, 
when she had gone "mud­
bogging" with two male 
Clemson students near 
Seneca. She walked away on 
foot when the vehicle got 
stuck, deputies said. 
A construction worker 
discovered the body floating 
in Lake Hartwell the next 
First Copy Free 
day. The worker contacted 
authorities and the body 
was later identified as 
Holsonback. An autopsy 
was conducted and revealed 
she had been strangled, 
and her death was ruled 
a homicide. 
Even though it's been 
two decades since her 
body was discovered, the 
investigation hasn't been 
dormant, the sheriff's 
office said. 
Investigators from the 
Oconee County Sheriff's 
Office, Clemson University 
Police Department and 
the South Carolina Law 
Enforcement Division 
(SLED) have been following 
leads and conducting 
interviews regarding 
the investigation. 
Investigators said 
evidence has been re­
submitted to the SLED 
Forensic Laboratory for re­
testing to utilize advances 
in forensic technology that 
weren't available in 1997. 
In addition, a task force, 
consisting of investigators 
from the Oconee County 
Sheriff's Office, Clemson 
PD, SLED and the FBI, 
has been assembled to work 
on the identification and 
apprehension of the persons 
responsible for Holsonback's 
death, according to the 
sheriff's office. 
The task force 1s 
consulting with criminal 
profilers from SLED and 
the FBI, and a profile 
of the offenders will be 
utilized by the task force in 
identification and arrest of 
the responsible individuals. 
The case was 
spotlighted last March 
on the show "Crime 
Watch Daily." 
The Holsonback 
family issued the following 
statement: "It is our family's 
ft please recycle THE TIGER First Copy Free 
hope that by bringing this 
case to the forefront, our 
daughter will never be 
forgotten and justice will 
soon prevail for Brooke. 
We want to thank Oconee 
County Sheriff's Office, 
especially Captain Greg 
Reed, for keeping Brooke's 
case in the minds of 
the public. 
If you have any 
information regarding the 
case, contact the Oconee 
County Sheriff's Office 
at 864-638-4111, Crime 
Stoppers at 1-888-CRIME­
SC or 864-638-STOP. You 
can offer a tip anonymously. 
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Top five things you need to know 
Clemson Players present 
"A Streetcar Named Desire" 
The Clemson Players will present "A Streetcar Named 
Desire" from Feb. 23 - 26 at the Brooks Center. 
Performances are Thursday, Friday and Saturday at 7:30 
p.m. as well as a Sunday matinee at 3 p.m. Tickets are $10 
for students and $15 for adults. 
Tennessee Williams' story, set against the backdrop of 
1940s New Orleans, revolves around faded Southern belle 
Blanche DuBois' visit to her sister, Stella. On the fringes of 
sanity, Blanche is trying to forget her checkered past and 
start life anew. Tensions rise as the tangled web of lies closes 
in on her, leading to a shocking climax that will change 
them all forever. 
The winner of the 1948 Pulitzer, "A Streetcar Named 
Desire" is generally considered to be Williams' greatest 
work. 
CLEMSONLiVE to host open 
mic night 
CLEMSON LiVE (CLiVE) is hosting an open mic 
night in collaboration with and at the recently opened Barnes 
Center. The event is called MiC OFF and is this Friday, Feb. 
24 at 10 p.m. 
The Barnes Center is located on Cherty Rd, across the 
street from the high-rises. 
As is the case with all CLiVE events, the event is free. All 
participants will receive a free t-shirt, and there will be door 
prizes that anyone in attendance is eligible to win. 
Law and Criminal Justice 
Career Fair to be held 
this week 
The Criminal Justice Club is hosting a Law and 
Criminal Justice Career Fair on Wednesday Feb. 22 
from noon to 2:45 p.m. in the Hendrix Student Center 
ballrooms. 
The fair will feature more than 60 agencies and law 
schools, including the Wake Forest School of Law, the FBI, 
S.C. Highway Patrol, SLED, U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection and dozens more. 
To view a full list of agencies and law schools, visit the 
event's Facebook page at http://bit.ly/2kUlrBX. 
Omicron Delta Kappa to 
recognize outstanding 
students, organizations 
Omicron Delta Kappa (ODK), the National Leadership 
Honor Society, will be dispersing eight awards - four for 
individuals, four for organizations - to "recognize outstanding 
s_tudents and organizations in community service, academics, 
and leadership," said James Morris, faculty advisor of the 
Clemson circle of ODK in an email. 
The organizational awards include funding: three include 
$500 awards and the fourth includes a $1,000 award. 
For award descriptions and how to nominate a qualified 
student or organization go to thetigernews.com. 
Clemson hosts Campus Moviefest 
Chris Edwards 
Contributor 
Campus MovieFest 
(CMF) came to Clemson 
University last week, giving 
students the opportunity 
to both learn about and 
create films, which they can 
then enter into a yearly film 
competition. They provided 
laptops, cameras and movie 
making software to all students 
who signed up. 
Nik Conklin, the 
coordinator of digital content 
for Clemson Athletics as well 
as the associate director for 
the Center of Excellence, was 
a major proponent of bringing 
the festival to Clemson's 
campus. 
In 2015, Conklin spoke 
to former Chief Information 
Officer (CIO) Jim Bottum, 
the man who gave the project 
the go-ahead, after having seen 
the positive impact that events 
like these had had at other 
campuses. 
Conklin said that the 
Center of Excellence, along 
with Clemson Athletics, was 
"excited" to host Campus 
MovieFest this year. "The 
competition is open to all 
students, regardless of prior 
experience or area ofstudy. I'm 
excited to see these students 
have the opportunity to 
express their creativity through 
the art of filmmaking." 
Each school holds its own 
red carpet style event, showing 
each of the winning films from 
that school. According to their 
website, winners from each 
school move on to the Campus 
MovieFest Grand Finale, an 
event dedicated to "celebrating 
the creativity of young 
filmmakers around the 
globe." 
Awards presented at 
the event range from Best 
Picture, Best Director, Best 
Story and Best Sound. CMF 
has also teamed up with 
The Elfenworks Foundation 
"to award films with a 
message about social justice, 
encouraging students to 
inspire hope and provoke 
change through filmmaking." 
Wmners may even get their 
films entered into the world 
renowned Cannes Film 
Festival in Cannes, France. 
Clemson University will 
announce its top four winning 
movies at the red-carpet 
finale event on February 
23rd. Winning students 
will receive a yearlong, post 
graduation subscription to 
Adobe Creative Cloud as well 
as the chance to attend the 
Campus MovieFest 
Grand Finale. 
Clemson NEDA Walk to Ile 
held this weekend 
The National Eating Disorders Association (NEDA) Walk 
will take place on Saturday, Feb. 25, at 1 p.m. in Nettles Park to 
support of those suffering from eating disorders. 
According to the event's Facebook page, the goal is to 
raise $10,000 to support NEDA in accomplishing its goal to 
"envision a world without eating disorders." The raised. funds 
will go toward education programs for early intervention, 
programs and services to support family members and advocacy 
programs that improve access to care. 
Online registration closes at 3 p.m. ET on Friday, F,eb. 24. 
Participants will be able to register at the walk as well. 
To register for the walk, go to https://www.nedawallk.org/ 
clemson2017. 
_____________________,_ 
CRIME LOG 
Feb. 18: Incident: Loud M1L1sic/ 
Location: 300 Block Party 
Old Greenville 
Highway Feb. 16 (cont'd) 
Time: Around Location: 700 Blo,ck 
midnight Old Central Road . 
Incident: Loud Music/ Time: 10 p.m. 
Party Incident: Loud Music/ 
Party 
Feb. 17: Location: 100 Block 
Location: 100 Block Cohran Road 
Old Greenville Time: Around 9 p. m. 
Highway Incident: Loud Music/ 
Time: Around 11 p.m. Party 
Incident: Loud Music/ 
Party 
Feb. 15: 
Location: 100 Block N9 incidents reported. 
Cochran Lane 
Time: Around 8 p.m. 
Incident: Loud Music/ Feb. 14: 
Party Location: 100 Block 
College Road 
Time: Around 2 a. m. 
Feb. 16: Incident: Loud Miusic/ 
Location: 300 Block Party 
Orange Court 
Time: Around 11 p.m. 
Clemson sees increase in flu cases 
(cont'd) _ 
by more than 2,000 cases according to DHEC. "Even for someoneAccording to a report 
from the South Carolina from the previous week. "We've not had too who gets the flu shot and 
Since October 2, many of our students then is exposed a few daysDepartment of Health and 
2016, 27,554 influenza hospitalized this year," Clay or week later they may stillEnvironmental Control 
cases (27,006 positive rapid said. "That's been good even get the flu but it's going to(DHEC), there were 7,352 
antigen detection tests; 548 though the flu seems to be a lot less severe," Clayinfluenza cases (7,244 
lab confirmed tests) have have hit the college student said. "Having the antibodiespositive rapid antigen 
detection tests; 108 lab been reported, and a total population pretty hard." stirred up is very protective 
confirmed tests) reported of 16 people have died Clay said flu vaccines are still of the serious complications 
across the state, including available and that it's not that might comefrom Feb. 5 to Feb. 11 across 
three deaths in the Upstate, too late to get vaccinated. about otherwise."the state. That number is up 
I 
I 
I 
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New Attempts to Combat Phishing by CCIT 
John Tison 
Contributor 
There has been a recent 
increase in cyber attacks, 
known as phishing, at 
Clemson University. Clemson 
Computing & Information 
Technology (CCIT) has 
reacted to these phishing 
scams by adding additional 
countermeasures to their 
security. 
Michael Belanger, Help 
Desk Manager at CCIT, 
said, "Phishing has been a 
growing issue for a while now, 
but there are several things 
we are doing to address the 
problem." 
The main addition 
designed to counter the attacks 
is a two factor authentication 
system, or a 2FA system. Two­
factor authentication requires 
something you know (your 
password) and something 
you have (your phone). It 
will essentially follow up 
login attempts to a system by 
requiring verification on your 
phone. 
"Even if someone tricks you 
into giving up your password, 
they still don't have your 
phone so they can't access 
your account if it's protected 
by 2FA," Belanger said. 
Beginning Tuesday, 
Feb. 21, all Clemson users 
can enroll in Duo Security, 
the University's provider of 
2FA. Campus systems will 
then start requiring a 2FA 
through Duo beginning with 
the campus' Virtual Private 
Network (VPN) on March 7. 
While the addition 
of 2FA in the process, a 
more recent change has 
already been made by CCIT 
including an overhaul of the 
login page, which occurred 
on Feb. 14. 
In the last several weeks, 
students felt the effects 
of phishing more directly 
when an email supposedly 
from President Clements 
was sent out containing a 
PDF designed to get users' 
information. 
Belanger said he believes 
universltles are especially 
vulnerable to being targeted 
by phishing scams. 
"Universities comain 
a vast wealth of resources 
available to users. A single 
account can grant access to 
research resources, financial 
resources or computing 
resources to launch additional 
attacks." 
The US accounts for 81 
percent ofall phishing attacks 
and hosts 59 percent of all 
phishing sites. Similar types 
of cyber attacks have taken 
place in the recent past such as 
the infamous Nigerian Prince 
scam. The "Nigerian Prince" 
managed to scam people out 
of $9 .387 billion in 2009 and 
it was estimated that out of 
every 1000 emails sent, 10 
people would respond and at 
least one person would send 
money. 
Unfortunately, phishing 
emails have moved away 
from the bad grammar and 
spelling common to the early 
scams. They frequently look 
legitimate, and as if they are 
from the correct person. 
Dr. Richard Brooks, a 
professor of Electrical and 
Computer Engineering 
whose projects in network 
security have been funded 
by the National Science 
Foundation (NSF), 
Department ofEnergy (DoE) 
and the State Department, 
said this more advanced 
method is known as spear 
phishing - "usually email 
is unencrypted so someone 
with a phishing scam will 
just watch the traffic before 
targeting a specific person." 
Brooks said he also 
believes that more should be 
done in general to combat 
cyber attacks. 
"2FA is a step in the right 
direction, but unfortunately 
there's a limit to having a 
security system based around 
passwords." 
He was critical of how 
many counter-measures treat 
users as well. 
"Often times, counter 
systems will still blame the 
user, but these phishing 
scams are getting so much 
more sophisticated," he said. 
"With the Clements email, I 
believed that it was from him 
and was going along up until 
it wanted my information in 
the PDF." 
His recommendation to 
anyone is "to be skeptical of 
your emails" and to "avoid 
clicking on links in emails as 
often as you can." 
Belanger offers another 
approach, since, "Knowing 
what to look for in the first 
place is the hardest part." He is 
working on a project to teach 
students what to look for. In 
the meantime, he emphasizes 
that if students feel that they 
have fallen for a phishing 
scam, they should "change 
their password and contact us 
[CCITJ immediately." 
For more information 
on the CCIT system updates, 
you can go to http://ccit. 
clemson .edu/ news/ safe­
computing-update/ 
t 
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TIGRA SCIENTIFICA: Ironing out infection 
Vaccines preventing bacteria's iron intake could prevent infection 
the receptors; however, the a Salmonella injection. 
receptors' hydrophobic and The two research 
insoluble properties have groups discovered that the 
made it difficult. injections of the synthesized 
Based on new findings conjugate did not prevent 
published in Science the disease, but they were 
magazine, two research effective. The number of 
groups, led by Dr. Harry bacteria in the mice that 
Mobley at the University had received the injection 
of Michigan in Ann Arbor with the conjugate was 
and Dr. Manuela Raffatellu remarkably lower than the 
at the University of number of bacteria in the 
California, Irvine, have been mice only injected with the 
synthesizing a new vaccine carrier protein. 
to prevent infection by This new technology 
attacking the siderophores isn't ready to be tested 
instead. on humans yet; however, 
Siderophores are very the first few experiments 
small in nature, so the two and studies have shown 
research groups hooked promising results. Not only 
synthesized versions of the could future vaccines prevent 
molecule to a type of carrier infection in humans, but 
protein that is bigger and one injection could combat 
would be seen as "foreign" to a multitude of infections 
the immune system. caused by bacteria that 
To study this new produce chemically similar 
conjugate of the siderophore siderophores. 
and the protein, the team at Dr. Mobley believes 
the University of Michigan that the vaccines may be 
Sarah Haire vaccine requirements, survival may also be a target called siderophores that pull injected mice with a specified safe enough to be tested 
Contributor but what if I told you the in the prevention of such the iron out of the host's version targeting a urinary on humans in about five 
number of vaccines may infections. proteins. Then, binding to tract infection, then injected years. These new strides 
Different schools, increase in coming years due Iron plays an important a bacteria-specific receptor, the mice with E. coli to cause in vaccinations may be 
camps, and trips often to new research? role in the human body and the siderophores transport the infection. The group at preliminary, but in coming 
ask us to provide medical Bacteria that cause supports processes, such as this important element back the University of California, years, Clemson University 
history to prove that we infection survive and grow energy production and DNA to the bacterial cell. Irvine did the same, but may be adding some new 
have received the correct by stealing iron from your replication. Because bacteria Scientists have tried to with an injection containing side ro p ho re- t arge ting 
vaccinations. That list has body, but new studies need this metal to survive, repress this process to make a specified version targeting vaccines to the medical 
always consisted of similar show that this method of they have special molecules a vaccine that works against food poisoning, followed by requirements for enrollment. 
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Nine Tigers invited to NFL 
Co1nbine 
KIM MONTUORO//Photo Editor 
Ben Boulware (10) is one of several Tigers projected to be 
drafted in 2017. 
KIM MONTUORO//Photo Editor 
Mike Williams (7) is currently projected to be a first 
round draft pick in the 2017 draft. 
. . . ' 
The NFL.Combine 
·, ·- . . . 
. will take pl~ce 
Feb. 28- March 6 
three have thus far separated 
themselves and with a lot of 
QB-needy teams out there, a 
strong Combine showing could 
make one of them the cream 
of the crop. Deshaun Watson 
skipped out on the Senior Bowl 
at the end ofthe year in order to 
better prepare for the Combine. 
Watson will have to do 
better than North Carolina 
quarterback Mitch Trubisky, a 
one-year starter, and DeShone 
Kizer from Notre Dame. The 
biggest knock on Watson, so fur, 
has been his throwing accuracy 
on medium and long throws. 
Watson's uneven decision 
making and less-than-stellar 
footwork caused a few too 
many interceptions this season 
(I 7), even though he didn't 
throw any m the National 
Championship game. 
The throwing drill could 
make or break the way scouts 
and executives see him as the 
future of a franchise. If he 
misses enough throws, Watson 
may not just fall out of the 
first round, but he could fall to 
round three or four. 
At that point, for a player 
with Watson's intangibles that 
would be the biggest steal of 
the draft, but that is a worst 
case example. The most likely 
scenario of him doing badly is 
fulling to the second round. 
Dabo Swinney had this to 
say about the Cleveland Browns 
and their two first-round picks, 
'Tm just telling you, if they pass 
on Deshaun Watson, they're 
passing on Michael Jordan." 
Other Clemson prospects 
such as Carlos Warkins, Ben 
Boulware, Jadar Johnson 
and Artavis Scott also have 
something to prove at 
the Combine. 
Warkins is a strong player 
already, so he should do well in 
the bench press. What will really 
'' " . .wow scouts 1s purung up an 
above average time in the 3-cone 
drill. Having above average 
agility for an interior lineman 
could make him an even more 
dangerous pass rusher on 
the line. 
IfWatkins does fail during 
the bench press, there isn't 
much he can really do to keep 
his draft stock from falling into 
the Day 3 rounds (rounds four 
through seven). 
Boulware has the opposite 
problem. H~ is incredibly 
strong, but he has to prove 
that he has the smarts to be a 
force in the middle of the fi~ld. 
Many times throughout the 
year, Boulware blew up :and 
missed a tackle or missed a gap 
and gave up huge chunks of 
yards. If he doesn't show some 
sign of being able to tame that, 
he will undoubtedly slide into 
the seventh round or even 
be undrafted. 
Jadar Johnson will 
probably excel in the strength 
and speed competitions, but 
might falter in agility and 
jumping. Safeties are some of 
the most athletic players on the 
field, but they also need to have 
good ball-hawking instincts. 
Johnson usually lets those get 
the best of him. If he works on 
his lateral agility as well (20-yard 
shuttle), he could be picked as 
high as the third round. 
Last, Artavis Scott 
comes in as an undersized and 
underappreciated wide receiver 
that is a bit of a do-it-all kind 
of guy. He returns kicks, he 
catches screens and quick 
passes and he has incredible 
spatial awareness as evidenced 
by his toe-tapping touchdown 
against South Carolina in 
2015. Hopefully, the Combine 
gives him a chance to shine 
and shoot up draft boards. The 
icing on the cake would be a 
killer 40-yard dash time around 
4.4 seconds. 
The real world is not 
quite like a video game. In 
games like Madden, players 
are given ratings for each of 
their attributes and it's easy for 
coaches to see which one is the 
best. 
In the real world, people 
lose their jobs for making one 
mistake with a first-round pick 
that looked like the he would be 
the next Peyton Manning, but 
turned out to be the next Ryan 
Lea£ Peyton Manning was the 
first overall pick that year and 
led the Indianapolis Colts to 
a Super Bowl win. RJan Leaf 
fell out of the NFL within a 
few years. 
It isn't easy, but the 
Combine is the single most 
important event for prospects 
looking to make a good 
third impression. 
Colin Halm 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The National Football 
League (NFL) Combine is 
an event held about halfway 
between the draft and the end 
of the college football season. 
It 1s meant to provide an 
opportunity to showcase the 
individual skills and talents of 
highly athletic players. This 
year, nine Clemson players have 
been invited to participate, with 
Deshaun Watson headlining 
the crew. 
Even though Watson might 
have the highest potential, he is 
under the highest amount of 
scrutiny because of his being a 
quarterback. Bad quarterbacks 
drafted in the first 10 picks of a 
draft tend to get executives fired 
when they don't work out. 
This is not to imply that 
Watson is a bad quarterback, 
but it does make sense that 
scouts and higher-ups would 
want to be absolutely sure about 
a make-or-break kind of player 
like Watson. 
The main events at the 
Combine are: the 40-yard 
dash, bench press (225-lb. 
repetitions), broad jump, 
vertical jump, 20-yard shuttle, 
three cone drill and 60-
yard shuttle. There are other 
drills, but they are specific to 
certain positions. 
The most important drill 
for any defensive back, wide 
receiver or running back is the 
40-yard dash which measures 
pure speed in a straight line. 
Most of these positions average 
around a time of 4.5 seconds, 
but very fast players run a 
sub-4.4 second time. The 
( unofficial) fastest time ever was 
an 4.12 second time by multi­
sport athlete Bo Jackson. 
For reference purposes, 
the top Clemson player was 
Jacoby Ford who ran a 4.28. 
Surprisingly, although it is the 
most important event, players 
with the top times don't usually 
turn out to be all that good in 
the long run. 
The second most 
important event is the bench 
press. Players attempt to lift 
225 pounds worth of weights 
as many times as possible. Most 
of the speed-related positions 
don't do as well in this, but it 
is crucial for the bigger players. 
Upstate trail journal 
Hidden gem, ofthe upstate:Jones Gap 
Austin Hays 
Contributor 
An isolated, winding 
road will take you past small 
farmhouses and babbling 
creeks to a single swinging gate 
marking the entrance to Jones 
Gap. 
Past the main entrance 
- assuming you arrived soon 
enough to grab one ofthe park's 
scarce parking spots -you'll 
find yourself in a fairly level 
field with little at the surface. A 
ranger station and park store lie 
at the end of a paved path, and 
atop a small knoll lays a stone 
pool that once served as a pond 
for fish hatching. 
The chatter of the 
relatively few visitors you'll 
encounter is overpowered by 
the chirping of birds and the 
I steady whoosh of the Middle 
Saluda River. But what Jones 
Gap lacks in instant appeal 
at the gate, it makes up for in 
some ofthe most quiet, pristine 
I land in the South Carolina 
lies past the park headquarters, 
after the pavement ends. The 
park's main footpath, the five 
mile Jones Gap Trail, begins 
at a wooden kiosk and carries 
you between the trees and 
past the Middle Saluda. For 
the first mile or so, you may 
see some figures standing at 
the riverbank, fishing poles in 
hand, hoping to catch some of 
the trout Jones Gap prides itself 
on. 
The trail faintly gains in 
elevation as you progress - so 
faint, in fact, you won't notice 
how high you are until the trees 
thin out and you look over the 
edge. 
For the last portion, the 
trail drastically steepens as it 
climbs up towards Caesar's 
Head and the Raven Cliff 
Falls trail. This can take a toll 
on your knees, so keep it slow 
and consider a pair of trekking 
poles to help you along. A 0.7 
mile spur trail towards the end 
- the Tom Miller Trail -
Mountain Bridge Wilderness 
Area. From here, there are 
scenic views aplenty to be had, 
and the Raven Cliff Falls trail is 
right across the road. But those 
are all adventures for another 
day, so let's head back down the 
hill and get back to the car. 
From the road, you 
can either go back down the 
strenuous Tom Miller Trail 
or take the longer but easier 
Cold Springs Trail. Either way, 
you'll eventually return to the 
Jones Gap Trail and get back 
to the point where you started. 
Along the way, be sure to take 
the short side-journey (only a 
few yards) to Jones Gap Falls, 
especially after a recent rainfall. 
Once you get back to 
the trailhead, your feet will 
probably want you to take it 
easy for a while; even if you 
didn't do the entire route as 
described, you'll still be feeling 
the effects of that ascent and 
descent. 
Jones Gap may not be 
Offensive linemen, defensive 
lineman and linebackers have 
the chance to show off their raw 
strength in this one. 
Most other positions don't 
need to rely too heavily on this 
event, but it can increase draft 
stock. In fact, the Chicago 
Bears drafted a punter in the 
sixth round in 2013 because 
he was able to bench press 
more than South Carolina's 
premiere defensive pass rusher, 
Jadeveon Clowney. 
The other physical events 
test agility, jump height and 
breadth as well as general 
footwork. All positions can 
benefit in these challenges, but 
skill players like wide receivers, 
running backs and tight ends 
find higher bumps in draft 
stock than most other positions. 
Teams also get a chance 
to interview up to 60 players 
of their choice in 15-minute 
intervals. This is what many 
players call "The Gauntlet." 
Interviews can take up to eight 
hours for some of the higher­
tier players. 
Part of this time is also 
spent taking tests of general 
aptitude and football smarts. 
A common doubt among 
quarterbacks is their football IQ 
and how well they can handle 
adjusting to a new system. 
The Wonderlic Test is the 
most common. Aaron Rodgers 
scored 35 out of 50 on the test, 
which is 11 points above the 
average for a quarterback. 
All of these events have 
been questioned as to whether 
they actually help to predict 
future success in the NFL. A 
study done in 2011 analyzed 
results of the Combine and 
careers ofplayers and concluded 
that the 40-yard dash, vertical 
jump, 20-yard shuttle and 
three-cone drill are the only 
drills that had any impact at all, 
but even still, it was limited. 
The main critics of this 
Combine say that college 
performance is a more likely 
indicator ofNFL success. It isn't 
an accurate way to measure a 
player's full worth either. What 
it does do is make a point as to 
whether or not certain players 
can play specific positions 
better than others. 
This year's quarterback 
class is fairly weak. Only 
for itsel£ The air is fresh, the 
river is clear, and the earth 'is 
well-cared for. 
The lack of parking 
makes Jones Gap a difficult 
day trip, but if you get there 
early enough, you'll enjoy 
several thousand acres of 
land untouched by luxury 
mountain houses and RV camp 
sites. The rest of the Mountain 
Bridge Wilderness is only a 
hike - or long drive - away. 
Backcountty campsites along 
the Jones Gap trail are available 
for reservation on the park 
website. 
So, get out and wander 
on, and as always, don't forget 
to pause every once a while to 
fully appreciate where you are. 
This is the first edition of 
the Upstate Trail Journal - a 
series chronicling the bountiful 
trails and natural beauty in 
the South Carolina upstate. 
The author encourages you 
to find your trail by going to 
southcarolinaparks.com or by Contributed by Austin Hays 
State Park system. puts you outside the boundary the most popular park in the purchasing a map at a local Jones Gap (above) is one ofmany trails to hike in the Upstate. 
of Jones Gap high up in the upstate, but its splendor speaks outfitter.The soul of Jones Gap 
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ASHLEY STOUT//Staff 
Brad Brownell has been the head coach of the Tigers for seven seasons now and has the Clemson record of most ACC 
road victories as a head coach. To date he has 17 wins against conference opponents on the road. 
Crunch time for Clemson 
men's basketball 
Tigers face tough 
m.idweek test in 
Western Carolina 
Allison Daniel There was a lot of 
Sports Editor competmon between Alex 
Eubanks and Tyler Jackson inAfrer a 1-2 senes loss 
the spring for the last weekend
against Wright State, the 
slot, so with Eubanks filling it isClemson Tigers baseball team 
plausible that Jackson will be ahave to turn their attention to 
midweek starter. He did come
another formidable opponent 
out of the pen on Friday night in Western Carolina. 
against Wright State but he willThrough their first three 
be mote than ready to throw games, the Catamounts are 
again on Wednesday ifneeded.2-1 with a huge win against 
With only one midweek
reigning College World Series 
game this week, Head CoachChampion Coastal Carolina. 
Monte Lee and his staffThey defeated the Chanticleers 
don't have to worry as much5-4 on Saturday night during 
about usirig arms out of theCoastal's celebration of their pen, as they would if there
national championship win. 
were two games between theThat victory is a strange 
weekend series.
contrast to their 14-3 loss on As far as Western Carolina 
opening day against St. John's. 
goes, they are returning mostHowever, Western Carolina 
of their offensive power from
and Clemson have a history of 
last season's team, which hitdose games and the two teams 
72 homeruns. 
squared off a total offour times Leading the way in thatlast season, including twice 
category was Bryson Bowmanin the regional round of the 
and Matt Smith, both ofwhomNCAA Tournament. 
are back this season. With theWhile Clemson swept the 
Tige,s likely having a new
series, the two regular season 
pitcher on the mound, they willCole Little dose, ofren heartbreaking, losses and could definitely affect the up several impressive wins, matches were highly contested. 
have to be careful with these two Senior StajfWriter have diluted those struggles, performance ofthe Tigers down overcome several disappointing The first, which was played at 
guys in particular. with the ticks in the loss the stretch. losses and is quietly having its the Catamount's home field,
The college basketball Pitching wise, thecolumn talcing away from the Recently, Brownell most consistently solid season was a 10-8 game that saw the 
regular season is winding down, Catamounts aren't a deepimpressive play that Clemson addressed the tenuous nature in several years. Tigers give up a large lead late in 
team and Clemson should beand the Clemson Tigers, who has showcased in recent weeks. ofhow a team is defined, telling With an RPI ranking the game. 
currently stand at 14-12 overall able to have success againstIn addition, Clemson reporters, "It's just unfortunate of 51 and the 17th-hardest The second, which was 
and 4-10 in the ACC, are them offensively.has been fairly unpredictable that everybody looks at your schedule in the nation, one played at Doug Kingsmore,fully entrenched in the most With the game beingin terms of overall play, with team and program differently could definitely make the case went into extra innings before 
imponant portion of their played at Doug Kingsmore, the polarizing performances in based on one or two plays." for the Tigers to be among the Clemson was able to win it.with 
season. Tigers have a slight advantage back-to-back games becoming Referencing the dose projected field for the 68-team a score of7-6. 
The Tigers are in crunch that they may very well need ina frequent occurrence for the losses that Clemson has endured NCAA Tournament. Boding The two postseason games 
time in terms of attempting order to win. With such a tough Tigers. as oflate, particularly the loss to well for Clemson's cause is were large victories for the 
their NCAA slate of conference games, theseto earn first With a 48-point onslaught Syracuse, Brownell made a fair its three game homestand to Tigers, but both matches saw 
Tournament berth since 2011. midweek matchups could beat the hands of Florida State a point. close out the regular season, some early struggles. 
Currently considered the difference in making thefew weeks ago, it appeared as if On the flip side, though, including arguably the most With the weekend 
a bubble team, the Tigers NCAA Tournament or not later Clemson had run out of juice, a team that consistently comes imponant game ofthe season in rotation for Clemson seemingly 
on in the year.will need to perform well in but near victories over perennial out on top by way of those a rematch against Florida State. fixed for now, the attention 
the coming weeks to garner The Tigers square off with powerhouses Syracuse and late-game plays reaps plenty of Combined with a decent turns to who will be the Tigers' 
a chance to dance in March the Catamounts Wednesday,Duke in the next two games benefits as a result. ACC Tournament showing, midweek starters. 
Madness. Feb. 22 at 4 p.m. righted the ship. If the Tigers are to fulfill the Tigers' success in those three 
Furthermore, the future Head Coach Brad their ultimate goal of earning games could be the determining 
of Clemson men's basketball Brownell has faced some the right to play in the Big factor , behind their NCAA 
is potentially hanging in the scrutiny over the course of the Dance next month, they will Tournament bid potential. 
balance at the moment, with last few seasons, leading to have to be the ones making The clock is ticking for 
the results of the remainder of speculation regarding his future those plays in close games for the Tigers to play at their fullest 
the 2016-2017 season likely with the program. the rest of the regular season. potential on a game-by-game 
determining the future of Of course, playing in Clemson has certainly basis. 
the program. the ACC is never easy, as the had to deal with its fair share of The time is now for 
The Tigers are the epit~me high number of blue-blood adversity this season. From the Clemson to be the team on the 
of a college basketball anomaly, dose losses to the knee injury winning end ofthe hard-fought, programs and top-tier recruits 
as their subpar conference record suffered by starting point guard tight-knit games that resemblemakes the level of competition 
is skewed from the immense as difficult as any conference, Shelton Mitchell just prior to the high-pressure situations of 
strength of the ACC, which is which, in turn, increases the the start of the season to the March Madness. 
arguably the deepest that it has natural pressure that comes ineligibility of starting power The time is now for 
ever been this season. Clemson with coaching. forward Elijah Thomas for most Clemson to prove that it is 
has also strayed from its trend With that being said, of the non-conference slate due worthy of a spot in the Ne.AA 
of recent years by performing college basketball teams are to transfer rules, the Tigers have Tournament. The time is 
well in non-conference play ultimately defined by March dealt with multiple arbitrary now for Clemson to perform 
while struggling at times during Madness appearances, so the hindrances. Along the way, at the highest level when it 
conference play. scrutiny is understandable though, the team has picked matters most. 
ASHLEY STOUT I/StaffHowever, a collection of 
act players: 
1)/)jL. 
Veteran players leading wayfor Cle1nson baseball 
Cole Little to follow up on his epic should be a prominent fixture Keeping it in the outfield, 
Senior StaffWriter performance at the plate from in the Clemson lineup when Clemson's Reed Rohlman is 
last season, the left-handed he returns to the fray. With poised to serve as a veteran 
The 2017 Clemson power hitter will be counted several clutch homers last year, leader for the Tigers this 
baseball season is officially on to be the backbone of the Williams proved himself to season. A junior outfielder, 
underway and should be batting order for the Tigers. be a premier hitter. Replacing Rohlman was an All-American 
expected to bring plenty of A formidable left-handed former All-ACC catcher Chris as a freshman and was solid 
promise with it. batter, Beer is a highly skilled Okey behind the dish will as a sophomore, too. A key 
Coming off of a season on-base and power hitter and, not be easy for new starter component behind Clemson's 
that saw the Tigers win the as the most talented player in Williams, but the versatile 2016 ACC Tournament title, 
ACC Tournament and earn the nation, should be expected backstop, who has experience Rohlman has used his flashy 
a national seed in the NCAA to carry the Tigers along their playing first base as well, is play in the outfield and dutch 
Tournament, anticipations are journey to the College World primed to succeed. hitting ability ro become a 
naturally high early on this Series. Redshirt sophomore noted fixture for the Tigers. 
season, due in large part to Pat Krall, a senior left­ outfielder K. J. Bryant came All in all, the Clemson 
the bevy of talented players handed pitcher, became the on strong throughout this Tigers are rife with talent this 
on the Clemson roster. From first Clemson relief pitcher to past season, proving to be a year and are definitely capable 
a reigning National Player be named an All-American last skilled defensive player and a of reaching the College World 
of the Year to a reigning All­ season. Like Beer, Krall has commodity on the base path. Series. From the top to the 
American pitcher, several key made a positional transition, Clemson head coach bottom of the batting order 
players from last season's team becoming a starter for the Monte Lee projected his and from the front end to 
are back to lead the Tigers Tigers this year. continued ascens10n this the back end of the starting 
again this year. A talented left-handed season, saying during the rotation, Clemson is highly 
Slugger Seth Beer hurler, Krall elected to return offseason, "K. J. Bryant had a skilled and features an excellent 
produced arguably the greatest to the Tigers after being nice season for us and played mixture of experience and 
freshman season in the selected in the 28th Round of a good bit versus left-handed youth that makes the Tigers' 
illustrious history of college the most recent MLB Draft pitching and could assume, present and future equally as 
baseball in 2016, becoming the I and could solidify himself as a possibly, a bigger role." bright. The aforementioned 
first freshman to win the Dick future Major League starter if Thus far, that has been the impact players, plus the 
Howser Trophy. his play this season resembles case, with Bryant embracing multitudinous other Clemson 
Formerly an outfielder, his stellar 2016 performance. his starting role with open players poised to accomplish 
Beer has been converted to Despite suffering a broken arms. As one of Clemson's great things this season, 
a first baseman this year,I hand that will sideline him for most versatile talents, Bryant should make the 2017 baseball 
befitting his 6'3" frame the first four to six weeks of the will be a major asset for the slate quire the experience in 
and reliable glove. Looking season, catcher Chris Williams Tigers in 2017. Tiger Town. 
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Sophomore Seth Beer (28) hit his first home run ofthe 
season againstWright State on Saturday evening. 
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Ne-w Tigers off 
tQ hot start 
Allison Daniel 
Sports Editor 
The talk of Clemson 
baseball coming into the 
year was the veteran players 
like Seth Beer and Pat 
Krall, who were expected 
to lead the way to another 
successful season for 
the team. 
Through the first 
series of play, this has 
been accurate. Beer hit 
his first homerun of the 
season on Saturday night 
against Wright State and 
Krall pitched six innings 
while only giving up one 
unearned run. Veterans 
Chase Pinder and Chris 
Williams did not have much 
of an impact due to illness 
and injury. Pinder did not 
play on Friday, but did on 
Saturday and Sunday as the 
designated hitter, providing 
another element to the 
Clemson offense. 
"I think it has 
probably been one of the 
most stressful things .. . 
wondering if we are going 
to have one of our best 
players in the lineup," Head 
Coach Monte Lee said of 
Pinder's availability. He 
has been sick and unable to 
play at full performance. 
Williams is out four 
to six weeks with a hand 
injury he suffered during 
an intrasquad scrimmage. 
The surprise so far is 
how well the new Tigers 
have played early on in the 
year. With having to replace 
almost the entire infield, it 
would be understandable 
to have some miscues. 
However, players like Logan 
Davidson at shortstop and 
Grayson Byrd at second 
base have been assets 
early on. 
Defensively, Davidson 
has two errors but has been 
impressive at the plate. He 
is 4-for-11 with four RBIs 
and a homerun. 
"One word that 
stands out about Logan 
[Davidson) is, a lot like Seth 
[Beer) as a true freshman, is 
poise," Lee said. "You can 
see the same type of traits 
in Logan this year as you 
did Seth last year." 
Davidson said he 
enjoyed his first series as 
a Tiger. "It was a pretty 
special opening day, coming 
out here to play with a solid 
group of guys . .. it was an 
awesome feeling." 
Byrd has also had an 
impact on the Clemson 
Tigers team. He is a transfer 
from LSU who sat out 
last season due to NCAA 
transfer rules, and who is 
excited to play again. "It's 
my first college game in 
about two years so just to 
get back out there ... it was 
awesome," he said. 
So far, Byrd is 5-for-
12 on the season with two 
' 
RBIs. He is also error free 
defensively and showed 
some impressive skills on 
Saturday night in turning 
a difficult double play late 
in the game, taking out 
one of Wright State's final 
scoring opportunities. 
Freshman Kyle Wilkie 
has been filling in for the 
injured Williams behind 
the plate and, though 
he has two errors to his 
name, has stepped into the 
role nicely. 
"Wilkie is being 
aggressive just like we want 
him to be ... he caught well 
back there," Lee said. 
He also earned his first 
hit as a Tiger on Saturday 
night in the sixth inning. 
Patrick Cromwell 
is yet another new Tiger 
who is playing well. He is 
a transfer and is playing 
third base for the Tigers, a 
position that they struggled 
to fill last season. He has 
been impressive defensively 
so far, though has struggled 
a bit at the plate. He is only 
2-for-10 through the first 
three games. 
Another transfer, 
Weston Jackson; has shown 
some versatility early on. In 
the spring, it appeared to 
be a battle between Jackson 
and Reed Rohlman for the 
left field spot. However, 
Jackson has started both 
games so far in center, 
partially due to Pinder's 
absence. His average isn't 
great, but he has provided a 
couple key hits for Clemson 
so far. 
Three new pitchers 
made their debut on Friday 
night against the raiders as 
well. Tyler Jackson, Jacob 
Hennessy and Jeremy 
Beasley all came out of the 
bullpen in relief. 
Jackson came in in relief 
of starter Charlie Barnes 
and gave up two runs, both 
earned. Hennessy came in 
for an inning and gave up 
one unearned run with two 
strikeouts. Beasley gave up 
a homerun but closed out 
i:he game for the Tigers. 
All of these guys are new 
to the program and despite 
their rough starts, Lee said 
the bullpen is going to 
be a strength for his team 
this season. 
Two more pitchers 
made their debut on 
Sunday, Ryan Miller and 
Mitchel Miller. They came 
in in relief of Eubanks in 
the 9-2 loss. 
"I am pleased with our 
pitching staff, we pounded 
the strike zone. I think 
overall our bullpen did a 
really good job," Lee said. 
With this mixture 
of talented veterans and 
prommng rookies, the 
Tigers could be a dangerous 
team. Their next game is 
Wednesday Feb. 22 against 
Western Carolina at 4 p.m. 
-+ 
KIM MONTUORO//Photo Editor 
Head Coach Dabo Swinney poses with the National Championship trophy. Clemson defeated Alabama 35-31 to win 
their second title in program history. 
TIGERPAW PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS 
* HUNTER 
HAYES 
2017 TOUR 
wmr SPEC[Al GUEST 
A THOUSA , D HORSES 
STUDENI' PRi~SALE FER. 17mkl 9AM 
PUBUCllOfETS ON SALE FEB. l81HlT tOAl 
800-'745~3000 { TlCKElMAmR!OM 
HuHt 6ltHAY>n .c11M. a a m®Ru1trr~11,s, 
. SlfBll:"CllUNT l'1ll1 fiR:IJ 11:lllU!lllft!l1s:!fftlX lftOEMAlll.UT Hellflf!X'fflfllliNJ !ffilllll 
The bo·okstore invites all May graduates to the semiannual Grad Fair 
Febru·ary 22nd , 23rd and 24th from 9am to 4pm in the Hendrix Student 
I Center. Order your regalia for Bachelor, Master and Ph.D, have your 
portrait made, purchase your announcements, diploma frame and 
I more all in one stop. 
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OPINION: An introspective look at the 
i 
I 
I 
J 
·,. 
Todd~ay 
Professqr ofPhilosophy 
i 
As one of the three 
fasters ' j who stood in front 
of Si~es Hall recently, I 
was asked a number of 
questi4ns. Mal,ly of them 
were i'.nteresting and have 
led mi to write this more 
formal! reflection on fasting 
and protesting during the 
I . dcurren,t peno . 
FJ r those of us 
who I find the Trump 
adrnin~stration dangerous 
to higiher education - as 
well a~ other areas of life 
- thdre is plenty of reason 
to protest. But I would 
like td bring things closer 
to home. Last year the 
adrninjlst~ation, in ~espon_se 
to th~ nme-day Sikes Su-
iIn, made a number of 
prornifes. Among them was 
the commitment "to more 
effectiwe communications 
l
J 
I 
I 
MarkHinds 
Contr(butor 
~ ast week on the 
steps ;of Sikes Hall, three 
profe&sors sat fasting, in 
proteJt. These professors
j . 
expressed their discontent 
towards the university's 
"inef(ectiveness" to 
condelmn President 
Trum~'s travel ban in a 
weeklpng protest. 
It is not the job, 
preroi ;ative., or duty pf a 
univep ity to condemn or 
conddne the actions of the 
feder~.l government, much 
less •the commander-in-, 
chief.\' To ask President 
Cleme:nts to do so is 
absurj:l and discriminatory 
in an!:l of itself. This ban 
has ~1othing to do with 
the ot,inion or position of 
Clemj;on University, and 
neved will. 
lf• hese professors 
dangJrously put their own 
health, at risk for a week for 
I . 
a cause that resulted in zero 
actiotj ' ,. I agree, this ban 
causet:l some heartache and 
dang~r. I support it, yet I 
am to,lerant of those who do 
not . i ·fowever, the actions 
1Fast of Silence• 
when malicious incidents 
occur and will use these as 
opportunities to articulate 
the negative impact on our 
sense of community." 
Last fall the Ku 
Klux Klan leafletted on 
campus. I, among others, 
contacted the university 
administration asking for 
a public statement that the 
sentiments expressed on the 
leaflet were not those of the 
University. No statement 
was forthcoming. The 
administration was silent. 
Finally, this week, after 
several days of waiting 
and a formal email from a 
group I am associated ·with, 
President Clements made a 
statement on a second set of 
KKK leaflets that appeared 
on campus. 
This spring the 
Muslim ban has placed a 
number of our international 
students in very vulnerable 
circumstances. Many are 
afraid to visit their families 
in their home countries for 
fear of being barred from 
returning to their studies. 
Others are afraid of being 
deported should things 
turn worse. I, among 
many others, contacted the 
university administration 
to insist that they join the 
dozens of other public 
and private universities 
expressing opposition 
to the ban. Again, the 
administration was silent. 
The fast was intended 
to call attention to the 
administration's silence 
about the ban by way of 
showing solidarity with 
those in places like Aleppo 
who have no choice but to 
go without food . In that, it 
was successful. It was also 
successful in making many 
of the Muslim students on 
campus feel less isolated 
than the administration's 
silence has led them to feel. 
We received expressions of 
real gratitude from many of 
those students, and for that 
we are grateful in return. 
All marginalized 
students, staff and faculty 
at Clemson must bear in 
mind two things. These 
two things should create 
solidarity among African 
Americans, international 
students and professors, 
the LGBTQ community, 
women, the Hispanic 
community and others. 
First, as members of these 
communities know, they 
are vulnerable to hate, 
neglect and discrimination, 
particularly at present. 
Second, the university 
administration will not 
protect you if it requires 
them to take any risk 
to themselves. As the 
administration's recent 
actions have shown, it is 
the administration that the 
administration protects. 
Call it what you will - I 
call it cowardice - but at 
least recognize it for what 
it is . 
This means that the 
marginalized communities 
. at Clemson and their 
supporters and allies have 
only one another to rely 
on. That is enough, but 
only if we aid one another. 
Only if we stand together 
each time one of us is 
subject to harassment or 
neglect. The struggle 
of the international 
students is the struggle 
of African Americans, 
which in turn is the 
struggle of women, the 
LGBTQ community, the 
transgender community, 
Hispanics and others. We 
must never forget that. 
As the saying goes, 
we stand together or we 
fall apart. Those are our 
choices. And that is why 
we fast. 
l OPINION: An alternative view on university's 
response to Trump exec. order 
taken by these professors 
highlight a lack ofmutuality 
found within the political 
spectrum, found especially 
within the left. Unable 
to find common ground 
between themselves and 
those they disagree with, 
a constant effort is lead to 
drive college campuses to be 
more "progressive." 
These people have 
a right to protest. There 
is no problem with these 
professors protesting the 
ban itself, as that is their 
opinion. What's baffling 
is that they protested 
Clemson's response, or 
lack thereof, to the ban. It 
was simply an indication 
of their anger due to them 
not getting their way. 
Neither Clemson, nor any 
university should take 
sides on an action of the 
federal government. And 
these actions last week only 
suggest an unmalleability 
among progressives to any 
idea that isn't their own. 
For a party and 
community that loves 
to preach "diversity and 
inclusivity" they do not 
desire diversity of thought. 
What the new left desires 
is a quasi-diverse society, a 
society in which there are 
people of every different 
skin tone, but of only 
one mindset. That is not 
diversity. True diversity 
is diversity of color, body 
and thought. As you 
watch the daily violence, 
protests and riots in 
response to Trump by the 
"tolerant left," as all Trump 
supporters are deemed 
racists, xenophobes, sexists 
and bigots, ask yourself, 
is that what these people 
truly desire? I submit that it 
is not . 
Regarding the 
executive order, it is not, 
nor ever was a "Muslim 
ban" - an atheist from 
Iran or Sudan would also 
not be allowed into the 
country. Nowhere does 
the ban say "no Muslims 
allowed" If this were so, 
the top five countries with 
the highest population 
would also be included on 
this list. It was President 
Obama's administration 
that created this list. If 
this is a Muslim ban why 
isn't Indonesia or India on 
the list? 
Consider the state of 
the refugees themselves. As 
many forget or do not wish 
to acknowledge, not a single 
refugee, green card holder 
or visa holder is entitled to 
the constitutional rights 
this country provides. 
Secondly, the media 
has portrayed these refugees 
as being sent straight from 
the front lines of Syrian war 
to America. This is not true. 
These people are being held 
in refugee camps in which 
they are fed, looked after, 
and kept away from the 
fighting. It is not the most 
comfortable situation, but 
it is a relatively hospitable 
environment. It is a lie from 
the mainstream media to 
say these people are corning 
straight from the terrible 
war. 
The most infuriating 
part of all of this is the 
argument that conservatives 
do not care for these helpless 
people. You are joking, 
right? We have allowed 
hundreds of refugees in our 
country. We have generously 
opened our doors to them 
and shared with them the 
resources this country has 
to offer. Furthermore, we 
have lost approximately 
5,000 men and women in 
the Middle East since 9/11. 
These people have paid the 
ultimate sacrifice fighting 
to ensure these innocent 
people have safer lives. 
Don't tell me we do not 
care about these people. 
There's also the 
question of: "How can you 
call yourself a Christian if 
you do not want to help 
these people?" The bottom 
line is these people confuse 
what the Bible says as the 
resporisibility of a person 
with the responsibility of 
a government. 
The Bible, on 
numerous occasions, 
points out the primary 
task of a government is 
to -ensure the safety of its 
people. This is exactly what 
the federal government 
is currently attempting 
to do. 
Yes, It 1s the task of 
the individual to be the 
Good Samaritan and lend 
a helping hand, but this 
is not necessarily true for 
the state. 
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of I 2016, President week. The overtime pay large, trying to figure out It leaves stores and implement the regulation necessarily represent the views ofBarack Obama took an rate is time and a half. how they would be able to chain establishments in the most efficient The Tiger Newspaper, Oemson 
unprJcedented amount For salaried workers, the comply. Most individuals with management in manner. Luckily, a University or the Board of 
of a4 ion as he attempted current law states that if that fall within this the building for a lesser federal judge blocked the Trustees. 
to sf gn and implement they earn less than $23,660 salary range, more than amount of time, and forces rule from taking effect 
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Interview by Wesley Skid1nore, Contributor II Photos contributed byJackson Bailes 
' I 
Bull Moose Party is a heavy blues-rock band comprised of three members: Clemson student,Jackson 
Bailes, and USC students, Ben Campbell and Ian Wallace. They have been in the Bull Moose music 
making business for a little over two years, officially getting their start as a band in 2014. Campbell is the 
lead singer, Wallace the drummer, and Bailes the guitarist although sometimes the roles change depending 
on the night. Because both Campbell and Wallace go to USC, this interview is only of Clemson student, 
Jackson Bailes. It will give insight into Bailes as a musician plus his role within Bull Moose Party. 
JB: Well, we were best friends in high 
school. Sophomore year, Ben and I were 
taking lessons at the same place and Ian had 
been drumming for years. We would always 
just like mess around and play whenever 
we wanted to. But we never made anything 
official until someone asked us to play a show 
and we decided to just do it and we were like, 
"this is pretry cool." We were really just some 
best friends that decided to make a band. 
WSt What inspitatiQns have, y- d.taw• 
f«Mn in f.QW' musid 
JB: The Black Keys were really a huge 
inspiration. Also Alabama Shakes, BB King. 
In stuff we're writing now there's a little 
more of a punk side because we all really love 
Green Day. And oh yeah, Led Zeppelin. 
JB: We would really like to go on a 
nationwide tour. We're also hoping to release 
a full-length album sometime within the 
next year. 
WS~ What kind ofstuffdo you d-0 arQ,U.M 
~a~ s-th Cu-0l~? 
JB: In Clemson, we've played a couple of frat 
parties, at a rowing team party, and I think 
we're going to play at a sorority function 
this semester which should be pretty fun 
and funky. As far as South Carolina, we just 
kind of play wherever and whenever we can. 
We mostly play in Columbia, Charleston, 
and Greenville at places like New Brookland 
Tavern, The Tin Roof, and the First Flush 
Festival. 
WSt What's. the band's fav<utite thiag to 
do.tQ unwind aft« a show?: 
JB: We really like going to Sonic and just 
pigging out. It's not really the rock star 
life that people imagine, but it's what we 
do. 
W& Who n yow: favo.rit<: a..tist o.f ~ 
tim.e? 
JB: Oh sheesh! Well I guess my favorite 
band of all time is Green Day. Theirs was the 
first album I ever listened to and bought, so 
they just kind of have a special place in my 
heart as a ten year-old adolescent. 
WSt If r- wete sttanded on a desert 
island and had to pi4:k duee s.C>Ags to listen 
tl> for the «&t of yoiu life, what would. 
JB: Flashlight by The Front Bottoms 
definitely. Then, um, When I Come Around 
by Green Day. And then for the last one I 
guess something weird like Swag Surf by Lil 
Wayne. I know all the words and it was really 
a great song in the prime of his career. 
WS~ Peo.pfo like, Bon Jovi~ tqpe FiaKu 
and Lady Gaga b,<1,ve, all h.~ grat S:U~ 
W1de,r st• wunes.., If you hlld ti> pkk a 
stage, name,,. what. wo..}d it he? 
JB: That's funny, I've never thought about 
that. It would be... (Jackson stares into 
midair and becomes pensive). It really 
shouldn't require this much thought. 
WSt Well just think about what yo,ttt Ii& 
is imd wlw )'QU a«, 
JB: I don't know, Dead Inside? No, not 
that one. Charlie something because I really 
like that name. No wait. It'd be Maverick, 
definitely Maverick. Maverick Black. That's 
it without a doubt. 
WS: Ifyou. had to dw;iibe,, &M and Ian as 
a type Qfweather, what wo..td it for ea<h 
and why? 
JB: Ben would be like a nice overcast day. 
It wouldn't be really sunny out but .also not 
really dark. Maybe there's a slight br,:eze and 
it's upper 60s, lower 70s. Just, you know, a 
good day. Ian would be a tornado mixed with 
a lightning storm because he's just'. all over 
the place. He's got so much energy, 'which is 
good for a drummer, and I absolupely love 
him to death. 
WS\ Whett ~ peo>ple fiad yom ~ 
.md why sboold they Ustea t.o i~ 
JB: You can find us anywher~ really. 
Spotify, !Tunes, Apple Music, Bandcamp, 
and YouTube. We're also on Fa,cebook, 
Twitter, and we have a website. It's http:// 
bullmooseparty.wix.com/bmpband. And we 
also have physical copies of our EP if anyone 
wanted to buy one. 
As for why people should listen to us, 
we're different. Like we're not generic; and it's 
actual instruments being played. I feel like 
that's a lost art in a lot of music people listen 
to today. Also, on our EP there's a mix of a 
lot of genres. There's straight rock t,o 8 bar 
blues to a soft something to just a '. straight 
acoustic song. I feel like regardless 1of what 
you like, you can find at least one );ong on 
there that you can really relate to. 
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Photos contributed by Jade Richard 
A BLT made through ingredients found in Core Dining Hall, Jade Richard created Hard Core Hacks to inspire better 
.....,.......,""""....,.""""....,....,.,_-..........,. .......... ..,,.,_.....,,_..,_......,....,._..,.._,_,_.,. eating habits on campus. 
Mollie Maglich for us, Hard Core Hacks food options available According to Jade, comfort zone. It has also and you are running low 
Contributor was created. Hard Core in Clemson's dining students have been inspired me t.o be more on paw points, Hard 
Hacks is a Facebook page halls." Jade has found a responding "tremendously creative when picking Core Hacks may do you 
Clemson is ranked that is comparable to the way to make on campus well" to her page, with meals, sometimes mixing some justice. Jade posts 
No. 23 in national Public "Tasty" videos you may dining more bearable and Richard's first post alone ingredients from different about once a week, every 
Universities, No. 1 in find on Facebook, but exciting. rece1vmg 1,500 views. stations. For instance, Monday around noon. 
fo~tball, and No. 1,789 it is specific to Clemson Though the page was Her next posts increased instead of a plain bagel Make sure to check out 
in campus dining. That University and uses food started in late January, in popularity as well and and cream cheese, now I her weekly page for some 
being said, I know I, like from the Core dining hall Jade has already uploaded the page is now at 250 am adding peanut butter awesome, tasty new ideas 
~any other Clemson on campus to provide a significant amount of likes. When asked why and bananas to it. When to spice up your dining 
students, grew tired of insight on hidden treats different dishes. These students are responding I make salads, I will hall experience. 
dining hall food about a you never even knew different recipes range so positively Richard said, sometimes grab some deli 
month into the start of existed. from breakfast bagels "I do believe that it has meat or grilled chicken 
school. My friends and According to freshman and banana French toast shown so many students from another station to 
I had high hopes for the and creator Jade Richard, to fruit parfaits and ice new, exciting options m top it off. Hard Core 
Core Campus Dining the goal of the Hard Core cream cookie sandwiches. the dining hall that they Hacks is exactly what 
Hall, especially after Hacks Facebook page is to These dishes give students might not have thought students need when they 
experiencing Harcombe's "show students new and options beyond the about before." are stuck in a dining hall 
low lighting and long creative ways ro spice up prepared meals that Core I know I, for one, don't food rut. 
lines. However, we were their meals in the dining puts out every day. This venture outside of my So, if you find yourself 
sadly disappointed. hall." Jade is part of the page allows students to same stir-fry, chicken daily eating processing 
Switching out broccoli for Clemson University feel like they actually have sandwich, pasta and curly going omelet, sandwich, 
mushrooms at the stir fry Student Government a say about what they fry stations, so becoming pizza, repeat or you 
station is really the extent Senate and was assigned a eat, and helps students to aware of new alternatives constantly find yourself 
of Core diversifying their project of "finding creative personalize what they eat has really allowed me to depressed and bored over 
daily meal options. Lucky ways to display all of the every day. venture outside my food lack of options at Core 
+ 
By: Joseph Messier, Contributor 
Hello everybody, and welcome! We have a very special guest here for the 'Mean Tweets' segment tonight, 
none other than our very own president, Donald J. Trump! Give him a round of 
Trump: Hi, hello everyone. I'm very, very honored to be here 
tonight. I'm really interested to read what the wonderful people 
on the internet have to say about me. I know I'm pretty famous 
for what I say on Twitter, trust me. I might have to rweet these 
people back, heh heh. Let's get going then. What's che first 
one? 
@GWashington: "@realDonaldTrump you 
know the cherry tree and lying story? 
Maybe you should listen and take it 
to heart." 
Trump: Heh, funny I guess. Bue uusc me, I don't lie. Really! 
People always say, 'Oh Donald, you're lying about your ties 
with Russia!' I'm not lying. We have to work together with 
Russia. They didn't do anything to affect the election. That's a 
lie. I wouldn't lie. I'm working to restore relations with them. 
We need each other if we want to gee our economy back on 
track. Trust me on this. 
@Teddy_R: "@realDonaldTrump you might 
make America great again, but it definitely 
won't look great after you dig it all up 
for coal!" 
I 
" 
Trump: Who said anything about that? Trust me, America is 
I good, but we'll make it great! If we invest in coal, it will make 
more jobs. More jobs mean a better economy. And all chat 
global warming nonsense is a hoax. China just wants to try and 
screw America over. There's nothing to worry about. Coal will 
be the next big resource to put this nation back on track. Trust 
I me. Alright, this one's from someone called 'FDR.' 
I 
applause, ladies and gents! 
@FDR: "@realDonaldTrump you say 
America will be great again, but your 
economic plans are just going to start the 
Great Depression: Part 2" 
Trump: Wrong. So, so wrong. We're going to make so many jobs. 
We'll have so many jobs you won't know what to do. No one in 
the thirties had a job. We're going to make the unemployment 
rate go so low it'll hit the ground. We just backed out of that, 
what was it, Trans-Pacific Partnership. Those countries in east 
Asia are screwing us over, but that won't happen anymore. You 
are just wrong on this one. Asia, no China, won't be screwing us 
anymore. I'll make sure America only gets the best trade deals. 
Believe me, I'll make it happen. 
@_HonestAbe_L: "@realDonaldTrump you're 
supposed to keep the nation together, not 
start a civil war" 
Trump: Looks like this one's from old Lincoln himself. 
I know people don't like me. Just because I didn't get the 
popular vote doesn't mean I'm not liked. I know for a fact 
that people love me! I have friends, many friends. They 
always say 'Oh Donald, you're doing great! You're really 
going to make this country great again!' Those people that 
are rioting, those people don't deserve to be here. We need 
to send them all to prison. Weren't they the ones that said 
my supporters had to accept the results of the election? Well, 
look who's being irrational now. We won't have a civil war. 
It'll be a social war, and I'll come out on top. I always win. 
And I'll keep on winning. 
@Old_Hickory: "Wow, and I thought people 
said Iwas the worst president ever!" 
Trump: This is a lie. I might not be the greatest, but I will not 
be the worst. Wow, subrweet me next time, buddy. Wait, who 
wrote this? Old Hickory. Wait, that's Andrew Jackson! Hold 
on, Honest Abe? FDR? Teddy Roosevelt? C'mon, George 
Washington? Who did this? You think it's beeeep funny to 
have past presidents try to roast me? Who did this? Where's 
that beeeep director I had to talk to earlier? You, shut that 
camera offi I SAID SH---
Uh, ahem, sorry folks, that's it for tonight's show. 
That was Donald Trump, ladies and gentlemen. Thanks 
for watching! *struggling sounds, muflled speaking* Cut 
to commercial, cut the feed! 
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'A time commitment ••• well worth it' 
A day in the life oftwo Cle1nson crew 1ne1nbers 
Photos contributed by Rusty Hawes 
Darby Werner in High School and really in order contribute to the towards the front, usually Clemson Crew team is although the atmosphere is 
Contributor enjoyed being part of a team as a whole. very disciplined and keep traveling. Every once in a laid back, it is still highly 
team. Coming to Clemson, Crew is made up of the rhythm going for the while the Crew team gets competitive. One skill 
I knew I wanted another around 45 novices (first entire team. Each position the opportunity to travel learned through rowingHave you ever watched 
team experience along year rowers) and around is important and team work to other states for regattas is discipline. those funny "workout 
with having a set time to 40 varsity rowers (after is crucial. (rowing competitions). In "If one person is notmachine fail" YouTube 
exercise daily." you complete one year Although Rowing is a the past they have traveled pulling their weight, it isvideos? Ifnot, I recommend 
One of Basler's friends of rowing). If you are year long sport, there is fall to cities in Georgia and extremely evident. Rowingyou treat yourself to a 
introduced him to rowing interested but don't have and spring season. In the Tennessee to row against is the ultimate team sport," good laugh and watch 
shortly before coming to experience, that is OK! fall rowers compete in 5k other clubs and collegiate says Powles. some. People use workout 
Clemson. So, when Erik Around 90 percent of races and in the springs, 2k teams such as Emory, Basler also mentionedmachines m all kinds of 
attended Tiger Prowl at novice rowers start with no races . The 2k is what most Georgia Tech, UGA and how rowing has been acrazy ways, but more often 
the beginning of the year, prior experience. Olympians tend to row. more, even getting the great stress reliever sincethan not, the machine that 
he knew he wanted to sign Here is a quick Crew In the fall, Clemson's crew opportunity to participate coming to college, andis being used completely 
up. On the other hand, 101 : the Coxswain 1s the team practices five days a m a Florida-based regatta being about a third ofwrong is called an "erg". 
Powles had never rowed person sitting in the back of week from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. this spring break. the way through secondWhat is any erg you may 
before coming to Clemson. the boat, giving commands In the spring, practice picks When talking to Erik semester, we could all useask? It is a machine geared 
He wanted to get involved and calling the shots. The up to six days a week. and Jake, the most evident a major stress reliever.towards strengthening the 
with a club sport and ended call could be anywhere from According to Powles, benefit of joining Crew If you are interestedmuscles used when rowing. 
up on the rowmg· team. a " power 10", when rowers "Crew is a time commitment is the atmosphere. They in joining a club with a fun Here at Clemson we have Jake loved the fun nature take big power strokes often but is well worth it. " continued to talk about atmosphere, competitivea club rowing team, also 
of the team as well as used as a move to pass other Basler said "the best how much fun it was to be nature and get some greatknown as Crew. 
the competition. teams, or "check it down," part about the club 1s around their team with the exercise, consider lookingErik Basler and Jake 
"I love the focus it gives when rowers drag their definitely the people. constant jokes and laughter. into crew.Powles are both freshman 
me," he said. blades in the water in order It is like a big social The boys described It may be time toClemson students involved 
The phrase "keep your to slow the boat down. The event but you get great Crew as "one big family, not turn yourself in to an ergin Crew. When asked how head in the boat" is often taller and heavier people exercise and participate in just competing together, expert instead of beingthey got involved with this 
used to remind the team to often sit in the back to really intense competition." but enjoying life with featured on a "workoutclub, Basler said, "I was 
concentrate solely on what power the boat while the Another perk that one another." machine fails"apart of a baseball team 
they need to do individually smaller and short rowers sit comes with being on the Don't be fooled, YouTube video. 
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+ CROSSWORD 
Across 
1 -Wise ones; 
6- Pile; 
10- Ladies ofSp.; 
14 - Ancient IndoEuropean; 
15- Spanish stew: __ podrida; 
16 - Furnace output; 
17 - _cotta; 
18 - N air rival; 
19 - Over50 org.; 
20 - Unreachable; 
23 - Comrade; 
24 - Sailor; 
25 - Moo goo_ pan; 
26- H aul; 
27 - State ofUSA; 
32 - Numbered work; 
3 5 - Firststringers; 
36 - Lilt syllable; 
37 - Adding vitamins, say; 
41 - Hearst kidnap grp.; 
42 - Rub out or remove from 
memory; 
43 - Sgts., e.g.; 
44- Salve; 
46 - Take a load off, 
48 - Narc's org.; 
49 - Female fowl; 
50 - General on Chinese menus; 
53 - One purpose of a driver's license; 
5 8 - Prolific author, briefly; 
59 -Work without_; 
60 - Long stories; 
61 - Sunday seats; 
62 - Rich soil; 
63 - Parisian pupil; 
64 - Start ofa counting rhyme; 
65 - Harper's Bazaar illustrator; 
66 - Insertion mark; 
Down 
1 - Showed interest; 
2 - Sports area; 
3 - Rotating; 
4 - Tombstone lawman; 
5-Shapeup; 
6 - High public esteem; 
7-Zenoof_; 
8 - O ne of the Baldwins; 
9-Route; 
10 - 8th month ofthe Islamic 
calendar; 
11 - Lifelike;I 
12 - Bern's river; 
13 - Indy 500 sponsor; 
21 - Inexperienced; 
22 - Brightly colored lizard; 
26 - Cookbook abbr. ; I 
I 
27 - This is only_; 
28 - Russo of"The.'Ihomas 
Crown Affair"; 
29-Krazy _; 
30 - Buck follower; 
31 - Without; 
32-_buco; 
33 - Hungarian sheepdog; 
34 - Changeable; . 
35 - _ for All Seasons; 
38 - Geneva's lake; 
39 -Afore; 
40 - Big bang cause; 
45 - Minuscule; 
46 - Blink ofan eye; 
47 - Momentatily; 
49 - Blackjack request; 
50 - Large cat; 
51 - Italian white wine; 
52- Getgo; 
53 - Arrow poison; 
54- Yarn; 
55-Areyou _ out?; 
56 - Accomplishment; 
57 - Currency unit in 
Western Samoa; 
58 - Gibbon, e.g.; 
I 
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Last week's 
crossword answers 
• SAGITl'ARIUS 
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
CAPBICOBN
l,,-- Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
HOROSCOPES: Taylor Swift Edition 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 19 
• 
\,,1/ 
f'l 
~PISCES 
; Feb. 20 - March 20 
ARIES 
March 21 -April 20 
l~TAURUS 
• ,} April 21 - May 20 
~ 
'~GEMINIyi,v; May21-June21 
J\\ 
~ 
f ..~ 
0 
0 
--~,, CANCERa. '$,._...,_, 0-
0-
-..:,,,,!9ir June 22 - July 22 m g 
.,· 1"'<"'"" a I ~ 
~ 
~ 
a. 
~ fiLEO3 0 0 "'1 July 23 - Aug. 23 
II', ::.'( '--
VIRGO 
Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
1~ 
iLmRASept. 23 - Oct. 23 
w w SCORPIO~ 
... _,.=-.. _.."-"'"'-'"-" 
Oct. 24 - Nov. 21 
You will find someone who you can► have a "song11 with. 
Someone will try to be the reason ► for teardrops on your guitar. Don't 
let them. 
•
That red-headed pudgy guy in your 
life? He'd make a great friend. 
•
Just get over the fact that your best 
friend will have more Instagram 
followers than you. 
Don't lie. You'll get exposed.► 
Start rocking the red. The stars say► it's your color. 
You remind people of an animal, but ► the ssssssstarsss can't sssssseem to put 
their linger on it. 
•Be famous enough to ger a hashtag started about you. 
•
Players are gonna play, haters are 
gonna hate. Just shake it off. 
That guy is trouble, trouble, trouble. ► 
Your ex will result in your making 
tons of money. Money> than the ► "heartbreak" you're feeling now. 
You may be feeling 22, but unless 
you actually are, avoid the liquor this ► 
week. Things won't turn out well. 
\ 
' 
+ 
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CLEMSON 
MIVERSITY. 
I 
'r i 
Leasing Center: 383 College Ave 
Community: 386 College Ave t love it here:864.653.7444 
Ill' AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITIES 
I Rates/installments, dates, fees, prize, renderings & amenities subject to change. Rates/installments do not represent a monthly rental amount (and are not prorated), ~ L 
but rather the total base rent due tor the lease term divided by the number of installments. In the event that your accommodation within the community is not ready - 0. 
for occupancy on 8/12/17, we will compensate you in the amount of $1,000 in tile form of a gift card. Early move-in dates excluded. To remain eligible for On-Time 
I Move-in Guarantee resident must comply with all terms & conditions of their lease agreement. Prize value up to $7,500. See website for rules and regulations. Limited 
time only. While supplies last. Select floor plans only. See office for details. 
I 
